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Reviewer's report:

Discretionary Revisions

After careful revision the authors present important data on GCV treatment of CMV pneumonia in mostly term infants without any obvious immunosuppression. The main result is the absence of toxicity in their cohort. However there remain some unanswered questions: it is not possible to exclude congenital CMV infection in the study cohort. Nevertheless, the manuscript of Doan et al. makes an interesting contribution to the field of GCV treated newborns: the risks for toxic side effects seems to be lower as expected in their study cohort.

The authors should include into the Discussion section, that the study design has certain limitations with respect to acquisition of the infection, the imbalanced age groups in Tab 2. Last point: please explain the increase of plasma viral load in Fig 1 after one week of GCV and would it be also possible to show such data also for BAL?
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